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ABSTRACT 

Studies are underway to evaluate the linear mirror geometry as a candidate for a high-
fiuence, neutron irradiation facility. This steady-state, low-Q design is currently perceived 
to comprise a two-component plasma dm ^i by neutral beams with mirror confinement of 
the hot ions and with no electrostatic axial reduction in the warm ion end losses. Warm-
ion fueling and end-wall power density will require substantial cold plasma exterior to the 
mirror cell and neutral gas near the end wall. In this paper, we evaluate to what extent 
the loss power parallel to the axial magnetic field along open field lines is a function of 
the escaping plasma and end-wall parameters. By allowing the source power to depend 
directly on the plasma density and electron temperature, several new conclusions may be 
pertinent to closed field-line geometries with open field-line divertors. 

"This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Depar tment of Energy by Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-ENG-48. 
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I . I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Mirrar-type plasmas with two distinct ion components were first modeled by R.F. Post 
et a].1 as fusion reactor candidates wjih 

^ nuclear power out 
neutral beam power in 

The two ion components consisted of a high-energy deuterium component, injected from 
neutral-beam sources (=: 200 kV). and a low-temperature tritium plasma target. With 
the Q > 1 concept definition of electrostatic plus magnetic confinement geometries in 
conventional tandem mirrors2 , 3 followed by thermal-barrier tandem mirrors,4 the two-
component, large-mirror-ratio (R = J0), single-ceU geometry was set aside. 

Recently, a renewed interest in the single-cell mirror has been driven by design studies5 

for a steady-state, low Q plasma neutron source. To reduce the technology and physics 
requirements, present designs use the rninimurn mirror ratio and radial •well-depth for 
micro- and macrostability requirements of the hot ions as well as electrostatic axial reduc
tion in the end losses of the warm ions.5 This paper summarizes the axial power flow in 
such a plasma neutron-source device at high density (n =sl0 1 5 cm'z) and at low electron 
temperature (T e % 100 eV). An axial power ficw review is necessary because fueling re
quirements of the warm ion component and pov.er density considerations at the end wall 
will require substantia] cold plasma and neutral gas at the axial boundaries of the plasma. 
These review calculations may also be relevant to the Gas Dynamic Trap 6 concept, which 
employs collisional plasma densities external to the mirror celJ for MHD stabilization. 

Proposed operation at high enough densities and at low enough temperatures to de
mand that electron collisionality be considered in power balance is somewhat novel to 
past fusion-relevant mirror studies. However, design work on reactor-size tokamaks-for 
example, IMT0R7-has shown that low-temperature, collisional plasmas could solve the 
problem of handling large heat fluxes (tens of megawatts) on divertor plates.8 Many of 
the ideas and equations for this paper were stimulated by Refs. 9 and 10-

R.F. Post 1 1 reviewed the earlier work of Hobbs and Wesson1 2 and Morse 1 3 on ther
mal transport, including collisional effects, in machines with open magnetic field lines. 
However, Ref. 12 only considers uniformly distributed heating of electrons, and Ref. 13 
forces the electron temperature to be zero at the end wall. The present paper adds the 
appropriate equations and boundary conditions to relax these two cons'raints. Sec. II 
summarizes the power flow in classical, one ion-component plasmas in mirrors, and Sec. 
Ill describes two-component thermal heat flow from hot ions to electrons to warm ions 
with axial power loss dominated by thermal conductivity or convection along a plasma 
column with open field lines that terminates in either a solid or a gas end-wall condition.14 

Section IV applies the model of Sec. ID to a specific case for illustration and discussion. 

n . R E V I E W O F A C L A S S I C A L , O N E 
I O N - C O M P O N E N T M I R R O R 

This review of the classical, one ion-component mirror defines the various time scales 
pertinent to the two ion-component discussion of Sec. III. 

Open magnetic field lines in a mirror device allow particles to escape axially by pitch 
angle diffusion in velocity space in addition to radial spatial diffusion as in closed field-line 
geometries. In a classical mirror machine with mirror ratio, J2, there exists a single ion 
component with an energy, E;**, and a density, n ^ = n 0 with n* equal to the electron 



density. Because the electron temper taure , 7V, is always less than E^t and the ion mass, 
M 5- m , (the electron mass), the electrons pitch angle scat ter much faiter than the ions. 
A positive elecrrostat,c potent ial , <J>Q, develops with respect to the end wall to augment the 
electron confinement, which allows the ion (magnetic only) and electron (magnetic plus 
electrostatic) axial particle losses to remain equal. Mathematically, this result is given 
b y 1 5 

e<£o ^(io 
T„ *r„C(fl)y?cxp(-pj, (2) 

where the ion-ion 90°, self-scattering time is 

2.5 x 10 ' : 

n t a l n A 

the electron self-scattering time is 

_ 1.1 x \0io1jn(keV 

(3) 

(4) n,(nA 

and the coulomb logarithm 

h A a / n — (5) 

varies slowly from a value of 10 at 10 eV and 10 1 S cm~3 to a value of 20 at 10 keV and 
10 l 2 cm" 3 . The "nits for ion or electron plasma density axe c m - 3 in every equation in 
this paper. The term G{ R) is a weak function of the mirror ratio, R, and has a nominal 
value of three for practical values of R from 2 to 20. Equation (2) predicts values of <t>o/TK 

which range from three to seven. 

Energy ^x^hange between the hot ions and electrons is given by the electron "drag" 
time necessary for an ion to have its energy lowered by one e-folding through collisions 
with thermal electrons: 

1.0 x l0i3M7fn(keV) 
T d = ^faX • { 6 ) 

For deuterium ions (M - 2), Eqs. (3) and (6) imply that 

rAfor n < % ) < *•«• [-) 

Under the circumstances of Eq. (7) , the m a ; n channel for axial power loss is through the 
electron end losses. When the plasma density external to the mirror cell is low enough 
tnat thermal conduction can be ignored {the opposite case is t reated in detail in Sec. I l l 
on two ion-component p lasmas) , the minimum electron power loss is described by 

nh°'E^°'L»°' = ?.J™{<Po + r . ) + 2 J l m a d a r y T „ (8) 

where Lhot is the hot ion length; J]™t is the current density of axial ion end losses per 
end; and 

lion _ jtUctrtm j /Q\ 

allows for a secondary electron-emission current at the end wall. It is quite common to 
represent JteconciarV as 

I _ jwn __ \ jeiectron nn\ 
J»econdary - ~ . Jlo„ — AJlott » U U ) 
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Figure 1: The measured electron temperature from TMX-U data vs the predicted value 
from Eq. (11). 

where A is the secondary emission coefficient and varies for a cold, solid end wall from 
0.4 to 0.9, depending on plasma parameters and end-wall conditions.16 The magnitude 
of J^ can vary from the minimum value set by the classical axial particle losses of the 
hot ions to many times this value due to marginal stability requirements of "loss-cone*1 

velocity distribution instabilities. 1 ' ' 1 8 

Combining Eqs. (8) and (10) with TJ = kd 
for T,: 

results in the familiar 5/2 scaling law 

rf2 

'Jlfc+i±X. (u) 

Perhaps the best example of the 5/2 scaling law for Te is given by a set of data from TMX-
U operation without thermal barriers shown in Fig. I . 1 9 The measured on-axis central-cell 
electron temperature data points are plotted against the predicted values from Eq- (11) 
using concurrent data for all input parameters and setting A equal to zero. The solid 
line indicates perfect agreement between measured and predicted values. A reasonable 
assumption of A = 0.7 reduces the predicted value for Te by l&% for these data with 
p = 5. The agreement in Fig. 1 is good enough to conclude that electron axial power 
loss for this data set is essentially classical because Eq. (11) predicts the measured values. 

The next section addresses electron axial power losses when two ion components are 
present, and the warm component is at sufficiently high enough density to require colli-
siona] power losses to be considered. 

U L T W O I O N - C O M P O N E N T A X I A L P O W E R F L O W 

In this section, a set of analytical equations is used to describe the axial power flow 
in a two ion-component plasma. 2 0 Power flows from mirror-confined hot ions to thermal 
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Figure 2: Schematic of the geometry used in Ref. (21) for boundary heat flow in a divertor. 

electrons, which in turn heat a warm ion component. The electron density is high enough 
to require that both conduction and convection axial power losses be considered. 

The following discussion follows closely the work by Mahdavi et al. on power losses 
along open field lines in the divertor of the D-III t okamak . 2 1 There is. however, one major 
difference. Ref. 21 looks at various limits to the axial power losses for different values of 
n^ without considering the dependence of the power input on plasma density and electron 
temperature; the following analysis allows for a direct dependence on ne and Te through 
the ion-electron drag t ime given in Eq. (6). The geometry of Ref. 21 is given by Fig. 2, 
which can be compared to t he geometry presently under discussion in this paper (Fig. 3). 
Figure 3 de:ines schematically the geometry in terms of three regions-

Region 1 represents t he volume. \\ = 2L\A\, containing a populat ion of mirror-
confined, hot ions of energy, £ " ^ t , and of density, n ^ t , with a dominant power loss a t 
Te < - ^ given by energy exchange with the electron population at a ra te 

g n s o t ( c m - 3 ) ^ f a c ( e r ) V 1 ( c m 3 ) 
P i ( W ) = 

'titiicm-X) 

(12) 

where? = 1.6 x 1 0 ~ 1 9 J/eV and kd = 6 x 10 7 s-cm~z-eV~z'- for ln\ = 10 with deuterium 
(A/ = 2) hot ions (see Eqs . 5 through 7). The subscript 1 refers t o parameter values 
within Region 1. Also present in this region is a population of warm ions of density, 
"uai-TTiit which transits all three regions, as do the electrons, and which satisfies 

n«i = "hot + nt«i"70 - ( I 3 ) 

Because the energy exchange t ime between the hot and warm ions is approximately T„ see 
Eq. (3) , there is no appreciable power loss due to ion-ion collisions. The Subscript 1 has 
been dropped from rthot because the hot ions are modeled as having a finite density only 
in Region 1. Therefore, at all points in r outside of Region 1, the following is assumed: 

fi r = n u a r r n , (14) 

unless the conditions in Region 3 demand that a population of cold ions. n c o / r f , be included 
in the modeling. Strictly speaking, the hot ions and electrons could have different lengths 
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Figure 3: Schematic of the geometry under discussion for axial power loss along open field 
lines. 

in Region 1. but this additional complexity to the equation can be ignored without any 
changes in the desired conclusions. 

Region 2 represents a coliisionally dominated plasma column where the electron-
electron mean free path, A« - v e r« , can be expresses as 

K< = 
2 x W3T*(eV) (15) 

and is small compared to the column length [\.e < L). Under these circumstances, the 
power flow is described by the thermal conductivity expression32 derived by Spit^er 

where ku 

P2(W): -kur (eV)—fe—Aticm ) (16) 

H«X^ ^ ' e ^ '~ 7 / " -cm" 1 . For reference, if \ . e > X, then collisionless power 
flow due to thermal convection, as described in Eq. (8), is the proper expression to use-
Under these conditions, the Pastukhov15 potential, $Q, lowers the electron particle flux, 
which ensures that ;he electron heat flux remains below the upper bound given by neveTe. 

For this paper's one-dimensional discussion of axial power flow, both radiation and 
radial transport losses are ignored. The heat loss from the electron population in Region 
2 due to warm ion-electron energy equipartition is included by adding the ion-convection 
losses to the electron-convection losses set by the end-wall boundary condition in Region 3. 
The ion-conduction term is not included because the thermal conduction coefficient. K-tc, 
for ions is (m c/.\/) = times smaller than the electron value. Thermal losses associated with 
axial gradients in potential or density are assumed to be small compared to that associated 
with the electron temperature gradient. 



Region 3 represents I he power flow limit of the total energy carried to the axial bound
ary by aii kii electron pfur. This end-wall boundary condition**'-"1 can be written as: 

P3[\V) = ne3(c7rt-3)qcl(cm/s)A3(cm'-)- (17) 

2T,xar^{eV) + 2T<3(eV) - -L-Te3UV) - 0^ath(eV)] 

\W. where q = 1.6-10 ' 9 C. T^-m is the warm ion temperature, and c, ~= \tv?3~^T*a) 
the ac.ustic speed. The product nqc, plays the same role in Eq. (17) as J\^t does in Eq. 
(8). The sheath potential. Ctheath-, can be related to the secondary electron-emission 
coefficient, A. defined in Eq. (10), according to Hobbs and Wesson.12 through 

q6,heath — T&\n f MwartT 1 ( 1 - A ) 
V 2-nv J 

(18) 

where 0 < A < 1-8.3 (^f

m'— J *= 0.9 for tritium is the upper bound value set by an 
electron emitting -vail u-iih a double sheath.1 2 The Hobbs and Wesson expression for P3 
is proportional to t>. not ct: therefore, according to their convention, Pz - \neve2TeF. 
The term F(X) without sheath effects is one and, with sheath effects, varies from 0.12 (no 
secondaries, A = 0) to 0.37 (double sheath, A = 0.9). This paper uses Eq. (17) because it 
resembles more closely previous mirror power flow papers . 1 6 1 ' - 2 0 

Because the only power source in this problem is in Region 1, then as suggested in 
Ref. 21, the following is true: 

\Pl = P2 = ft. (19) 

where the factor 1/2 allows for the input power to flow symmetrically to each end wall. If 
n̂  is large enough to assume Te = T^r-n at all 2 then Eq. (17) can be rewritten as 

ft('f) = nttqAzKTlfb + 4)T<3 (20) 

where the acoustic speed, c, = ( A , m * )'^a»« = JW« (eV) with ka = 8 x 105 cm/s -
e V - 1 / 2 for tritons, and 7 = q ' ^ ' ^ 4- —j. For reference, the electron thermal velocity, 

v, [cm/s) = (^*y = 6 x 107 T?{eV). 
The integral solution to |P j = Pj gives 

kvA, 
9nfuJt-E/iotil-Al1cl 

W5" 
^Tlf-TlSi;), (21) 

where the units are defined in Eqs. (12) and (16) and where the ion-electron drag expres
sion in brackets on the LHS has a direct dependence on both n e and Te in contrast to the 
input power term in Eq. (4) of Ref. 21. 

Rearranging the results from solving \P\ - P$ with the axial pres;ure balance assump
tion, ne\Te\ — n^Trf, gives an expression for the end-wall Te in terms of the midplane 
value of T«: 

r<3 - 7 - 1 kJ^uhTTy ( 2 - ] 



Equation (22) can be substituted into Eq. (21). and the result evaluated at • = X.3 

with Tr?iLz) S Tr$ to produce an expre«ion for Tf\: 

The immediate response to an equation such as Eq. (23) is that nothing physical can 
depend on the electron temperature to the 2lst power! However, except for minor changes 
in dertni'.ions of lengths and the acoustic speed. Eq. (23) is exactly the result one would 
obtain from Eq. (5) of Ref. 21 if the input power term were replaced by the ion-electron 
drag expression. Eq. (12J. with a n,2V '' dependence.*4 

By examining the limits where either one or the other term on the RHS of Eq. (23) 
dominates, one can further explain the sensitivity to the magnitude of Tt\. In the extreme 
conduction (large nt\) limit to the power flow where Tez is commonly assumed to be near 
zero, the Tr\ solution to Eq. (21) with T«.;(£;) = 7 e 3 - 0 is the same as one would derive 
from Eq. (23) by ignoring the second term of the RHS of Eq. (23). The resuJt is 

Z?i = S c o w f ) (24) 

where Eq. (23) has been rewritten as 

TS=BmiTX + Cimv. (25) 

In the extreme convection (low nel) limit to the power flow where dTefdz is near zero, 
the solution to Eq. (22) with T<$ = Tvi is the same as one would derive from Eq. (23) by 
ignoring the first term of the RKS of Eq- (23). The result is 

2?i = Ceonv. (26) 

This resuJt has one more 1/2 power for Tc than the 5/2 scaling law of Eq. (11) because 
^IM k ^ been replaced by ntqct with c, oc Te'". 

Therefore, Eq. (23) can be considered the complete solution to axial power flow dom
inated by electron losses in open-field lines with an input power dependent upon the 
electron temperature. The limits of the RHS terms of Eq. (23) represent the cases of ther
mal conduction or convection dominance. Assume for now that the product of the hot ion 
parameters, n ^ , E^t, X/j. and A\ \s constant, i.e., the total energy stored in the hot ions 
does not change, If Eq. (24) describes the proper limit to Eq. (23)-that is the conduction 
limit-then Tci depends on {L^n^/A^)1^- If Eq. (26) describes the proper approximation 
to Eq. {23)-that is the convection limit-then r e i depends on \A${*t + 4 ) ] 1 ' 3 . 

Section IV evaluates the electron temperature for a mirror plasma neutron source 
where actual values for the plasma parameters are substituted into Eq. (23). 

IV. ELECTRON TEMPERATURE FOR A MIRROR PLASMA 
NEUTRON SOURCE 

Preliminary designs5 exist to evaluate a plasma neutron source as described in Sec. I. 
The present concept of a high-intensity (5-10 A/H'/m 2), high-fluence D-T neutron source 
consists of a linear, two-tomponent plasma1 in which injected energetic deuterons react 
with a warm tritium target. High-energy neutral beams (£tn j eciwr. ^ 200 fcV*) of deuterium 
atoms are ionized in the warm, dense tritium target plasma, and the deuterons are trapped 



in a q.:aririJTJ"i'i-niirr'>r fi<-M. As I.1:" dt'iiieron* slow down :jy c - ion'- with the target 
electrons, th-y in f rac t with ilif tri t ium to generate the desired D-7 fuMon neutron fi'oc. 
Since the d/ac loss on the electrons is rapid compared to ion-scattering processes, only c 
low mirror ratio := required to ronfme the hot ions. The dcutercr.i degrade in energy to 
the point where nuclear mterac ' iou becomes improbable, and the> continue t o cool until 
they join tlie warm targe? population and diffuse out the ends of the device. The heated 
electrons share their energy by frequent collisions with target ions, so Tiu..arrn * T( in the 
warm plasma. Beyond each end of the quadrupoie . a transit ion region comprised of a 
soienoidai field guide? the warm plasma column to the end regions. 

The de.-ired neutron flux of 5-10 MW/m- is achieved a t mi r imum beam power < 
50 MW by adjusting the many parameters of the device to an opt imum combination tnat is 
consistent with technological and physics constraints . One of those constraints is the axis.! 
e lytron temperature profile. The end-wall boundary conditions play a dominant role in 
determining the electron power balance. A solid end wall is questionable for a s teady-state 
device because of the heat load and sput ter ing effects [lOj. A gas e:*d wall [14] is a possible 
solution to these two difficulties, but the additional power drain associated with ionization, 
radiation, and charge-ex change losses d u e to plasma-n*?u:r.\l a tom interactions in the end 
region can lower the effective end wall T c . Therefore, electron thermal conduction, 35 
well as convection, has been modeled [Eq. (23) of Sec. I l l ; t o evaluate the axial electron 
temperature. The effect of having a solid versus gas end wall can be oc:uided, in a 
simplistic sense, by allowing A to equal Z«TO for an ideal solid end wall and by setting A 
equal to the v.orst-case value for an electron-emitt ing end w a l l , 1 2 A = 0.9, as a pessimistic 
•value for a gas end wall. The value of 7 varies from 3.5 t o 10 for A variations from 0 t o 
O.S. respectively. 

The geometry- (see Fig. ?•) and the p lasma parameter design values for f ' i e p lasma 
neutron source concept are summarized in Table 1. When evaluated with the values from 
Tahle 1, Eq. (23) becomes 

where Au'M in Eq. (23) has been replaced with the ra t io of magnetic field s t rength in 
Regions 1 and 2 using magnet ic fiux conservation. T h e thermal convection limit (see Eqs. 
25 and 26) of Eq. (27) gives T ^ u e c t l o n = 140 eV for an ideal end wall with 7 = 3.5. For 
the ^.ojst-case 7 = 10 (used to approximate any deleterious effects from a gas end wall), 
I 7 w ' l w " = 100 e l ' . In order for the thermal conduction limit (see Eqs. 24 and 25) of Eq. 
(27) to give Tt\ > 140 eV the column length , £ 2 , mus t be greater t h a n 170 cm. Worth 
checking is the fact tha t a t n . = 1 0 3 5 c m ~ 3 , Te = 140 eV\ and i ; = 170 cm* £ 2 / A « > 4. 
which satisfies the 5pitzer thermal conductivity requirement, A^e < L. 

Due to end-w*J] power loading concerns, as well as fueling for rhe warm ions, the end 
wall for the plasma neutron source of Table 1 is envisioned to be a "gas exhaus t " chamber 
similar to that described in Ref. (14j. The associated lower effective end-wall Te requires 
a column length, £ ; , long enough to allow Spitzer thermal conductivi ty to isolate Regions 
1 and 3. Under these conditions, one can calculate the dependence of the hot-ion power 
losses, Plt by subst i tut ing the conduction limit of Eq. (27) into Eq. (12). The resvJt of 
this substitution is 

r D -<3/10 
pcenJuct™^ _ 3 ? x i Q a , i_ _ { 2 g j 

L ° : x-2 J 
Hence, a longer column length / ? and a higher magnetic field $z m Region 2, compared 
to Region 1, would lower the required neutral beam power. 

2.2 x 10' 
(27) 



T;.U- r r* . J m i T x * r-.-i-ni V«-J:ie< f̂ -r H Mirror PUr-ma \ V 

R.-gJon 1 / . : M r j D 
Hot ioi. length. 2Z.; 
Hot ion radius, PI 
Cross-sectional area. A\ 
Hot ion mass. M^t 

Warm ion mass . A / . J c ^ m 

Total electron density, n e ] 

Hot ion density. rtrU). 
Warm ion demiiy. n u . o r T T , i 
Hot ion energy, E^z = E_{E «£; £± 
Warm ion t empera tu re . Twat.ml 

El( i:tron t empera tu re . Te^ 

30 cm 
A cm 

50 cm~ 
: amu ( D + ) 
3 a m u ( T + ) 

1 y. 10 : £ c m - 3 

0.4 > ] 0 : 5 c m ~ : 

0.6 > 1 0 : E I : T 3 

60 *eV 

determined m Sec. , 
; Region 2 (B 3 = 12 T) Value 

Transition length. I ; \ determined in Sec. IV ; 
^ross-sectional area. Az = ^j£ j IT cm2 

! Region 3 j Value 
Plasma sheath potential j 3.S (solid wall) j 

! Cross-sectional area. A3 = A2 J 17 cm2 \ 
; Regions 1, 2, and 3 Value j 
| Coulomb logarithm, InA 10 j 

Equation (2S) with TABLE 1 values of Bi = 4 1 and B 3 = 12 T ( .ucbium-tin technol
ogy) with I2 - 170 cm gives P-m = 5" A/TV. Extending L? from. 170 to 500 cm reduces Py 
from 57 to .1 M\Y, which is below the 50-XfW design level target value. For I 2 = 500 cm, 
the conduction limit for 7" e l is 175 eV. The longer length, even at T c i = 175 eV, still sat
i r e s \ « < JU. 

V . D I S C U S S I O N 

Equation 23 describes the dependence of the midpiane electron t •mperature. 7 ,1 , upon 
the escaping plasma parameters (i.e.. coUisionality) and the end-wall boundary conditions 
(i.e., secondary electrons). The input power t o the electrons is not assumed to be indepen
dent of Te but is allowed to vary according to Eq (12), which describes energy exchange 
between the hot ion species and electrons. T h e large exponent values for T^ in Eq. (23} 
come about from simultaneously satisfying the extreme l imits of thermal transport given 
by conduction (Eq. 24) aiid by convection (Eq. 26). When applied to the practical prob
lem of a minor-based, plasma neutron source (see Sec. IV) . Eq. 123) allows the plasma 
column length to be determined within the limits of available neutral beam power, of 
magnetic field strength, and of uncertainties in axial boundary conditions. 
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